What are the DEC Recommended Practices?
• They are supported by research, values, and
experience.

Recommended
Practices
• The DEC Recommended Practices “the RPs”
provide guidance to practitioners and families
about the most effective ways to improve the
learning outcomes and promote the development
of children birth through five years, who have, or
are at-risk for developmental delays or disabilities.
• They supplement developmentally appropriate
practices for all young children with more
specialized practices.

• The RPs can be used across a variety of early
childhood settings, in accord with the DEC/NAEYC
position statement on early childhood inclusion.
• They are intended to be used by preservice and
in-service professional development providers, and
to provide guidance to local and state leaders who
support practitioners.
• They consist of 66 practices across eight topics:
leadership, assessment, environment, family,
instruction, interaction, teaming and collaboration,
and transition.

ECTA Center’s DEC RP tools and supports can help improve practices!
aRPy (R-P, get it?) is your guide to the tools and supports from
the Early Childhood Technical Assistance Center for learning
about the RPs, and using them to:
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DEC Recommended Practices Topic Area: ENVIRONMENT

Natural Environment Learning Opportunities Checklist
This checklist includes the types of environmental
arrangement and adult (parent or practitioner)
practices that can be used to engage children in
everyday activities to encourage and sustain child
learning while engaged in the activities.

child participation in the learning activities.
The checklist can be used by a practitioner to
develop a plan to use the practices with a child or
to promote a parent’s use of the practices. It also
can be used to do a self-evaluation to determine
whether the different practice characteristics were
part of using the practices with a child or promoting
a parent’s use of the practices.

The checklist practices include a mix of interestbased child learning opportunities and adult
contingent responsiveness that are used to sustain
Practitioner: ______________________________
Please indicate which of the practice
characteristics you were able to use
with a child:

Child: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Seldom
or Never

Some of
the Time

As Often
As I Can

(O-25%)

(25-50%)

(50-75%) (75-100%)

1. Observe the child in everyday
activities to identify child and
environmental factors that attract the
child’s attention









2. Identify the everyday family activities
and daily routines that the child ﬁnds
most interesting and enjoyable









3. Select those activities that provide
the most opportunities for the child
to acquire targeted behavior and use
behavior capabilities









4. Promote and encourage child
participation in the everyday activities
and routines used as contexts for
child learning



5. Respond contingently to the child’s
behavior in the everyday activities to
sustain child engagement and play



6. Join in the activities and provide
support and guidance to sustain child
engagement in targeted behavior

Learning
Learning

 Way:
 Everyday


7. Encourage child behavior elaborations
in targeted behavior by using different
instructional methods (modeling,
shaping, etc.) to expand upon the
child’s behavioral skills

often, or things that make your child smile or
 most



laugh, get your child excited, or get your child to stick
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“Make sure all the little ones
develop and learn the best they can!”

Most of
the Time
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It’s Natural

Notes

ENVIRONMENT: Natural Environment Learning Opportunities
(Parent Version)

The ordinary activities that make up families’ everyday lives provide young children many different kinds of
learning opportunities. Young children learn best when they have many chances to participate in everyday
activities that are interesting and when adults respond to their children’s behavior in ways that help them practice
things
they can 
do and try
doing new things.
Click to see a video of this Learning Way

● Watch your child while in everyday family activities
to find out his or her special interests―your child’s
favorite things, things that your child chooses to do
to an activity.

● Think about all the different activities that your family
does and identify the ones that best match your child’s
interests or that your child would ﬁnd most interesting.
the number of activities your

activities that get your child involved with other people
like having friends over to play.
● Select everyday activities that provide lots of
opportunities for learning. Bath time, for example,
gives your child chances to make waves in the water,
splash with hands or feet, pour water from one
container to another, squeeze water from a washcloth,
count toes, feel hot and cold, ask for bubbles, see what
ﬂoats, and so forth.

The DEC Recommended Practices are available at http://www.dec-sped.org/recommendedpractices
You might be surprised at
Access this checklist and other ECTA Center products at http://www.ectacenter.org
child does.
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● Pay attention to what your child does while involved
in the activities he or she enjoys. When you notice
your child doing or trying to do something, respond in
● Think about the family routines that involve your child
a positive way. Join in your child’s play and take turns
on a regular basis such as having a bath, eating
with him or her. Comment on what your child is doing.
dinner, getting ready for bed, or getting dressed. Also
think about the activities you and your child do together ● While your child is participating in the everyday
like looking at books or playing lap games. Consider
activities, respond to her behavior to encourage her
any activity that encourages your child’s physical play
to try to do something different. Show your child how
or that entertains your child like playing with a ball or
to do something new, praise her for trying to do new
“dancing” to music. Don’t overlook other play activities
things, or encourage her to do something a little bit
your child does like drawing or playing with a doll, and
different.

A Quick Peek
Larry regularly took his daughter, Alice, with him when he went to their backyard
greenhouse to take care of the vegetables because he knew how much she
loved it. She would toddle along behind him as he checked the plants and often
stopped to dig in the dirt, point to a bug, or pick up a rock. She liked to help hold
the watering can as Larry watered the plants. Today Larry noticed that Alice
seemed especially interested in their crop of kale as she squatted to get a good
look. “That’s kale,” said Larry. “It’s growing big!” Alice exclaimed, “Big!” Larry
steadied Alice as she reached out to touch the plant. “Shall we pick some?”
asked Larry. He showed Alice how to pick a leaf and then gave it to her to feel.
Then he helped her pick another leaf and put it in their basket. Alice was excited,
exclaiming, “I do!” She continued to pick kale with Larry’s help. When they were
ﬁnished, she jumped up, shouting, “Kale!”

You'll know it's working if ...
● Your child stays involved in the activities for
longer periods of time.
● Your child has fun and enjoys the everyday
activities.
● Your child does new things as part of
participation in everyday activities.

For more ideas, ask an early interventionist, teacher, therapist,
home visitor, or another experienced parent. Click here to
download a handout ﬁlled with ideas for everyday learning
opportunities to enjoy with your young child.
Early Childhood Technical Assistance Center
www.ectacenter.org

Our Performance Checklists are great for anyone learning to
“do” the practices. Record your results and repeat the checklist
over time for goal recognition or for self-evaluation.
Practice Guides for Practitioners and Families explain and
provide success indicators for the RPs. Each includes a Video
Illustration and example story. They are available in both print
and mobile PDF formats for people on the go!
Quickly test knowledge that directly relates to the Checklists and
Practice Guides with an aRPy Pop Quiz, or go in-depth with
Online Learning Modules for professional development!
ECTA Center selected aRPy Ambassadors
to spread the word about the RPs. If you have
questions about the RPs or our resources, the
aRPy Ambassador for Illinois is:

Ambassadors

ECTACenter

Chelsea Guillen
cguillen@illinois.edu
217-244-2621

ectacenter.org/decrp

ECTA Center’s Products to Promote the Use of the DEC Recommended Practices
The suite of products currently planned includes
Performance Checklists, Practice Guides for
Practitioners and Parents, online modules for PD and
Family Capacity-Building Modules, plus guidelines for
using the products.

30 Performance Checklists covering the 8 Topics in DEC
Recommended Practices for practitioners to use to
implement the DEC recommended practices
http://ectacenter.org/decrp/type-checklists.asp

Practice Guides for Families are intended for
practitioners to share with families. They are formatted
for print as well as for viewing on mobile devices.

http://ectacenter.org/decrp/type-pgfamily.asp
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Practice Guides for Practitioners are intended primarily
for practitioners working in group settings and for
sharing with other practitioners in community
programs. They are formatted for print as well as for
viewing on mobile devices.
http://ectacenter.org/decrp/type-pgpractitioner.asp

Practice Challenges are a collection of statements of
practice challenges that trainers can use with
practitioners to identify which checklists and practice
guides would be relevant to specific issues.
Not online at this time.

aRPy’s Pop Quizzes to promote interest in the products.
Can be used as introductions to the products, in training
sessions. Discussion prompts under development.
Online interactives at:
http://demosite.fpg.unc.edu/ectac-int1/
http://demosite.fpg.unc.edu/ectac-int2/

State Stories describe how states have planned to use
the Checklists and Practice Guides and RP2 resources for
state improvement efforts.
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